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Assessment of the performance of the National Meteorological Center's 
(NMC) new Eta numerical weather prediction model requires objective evaluation 
through direct comparison of model forecast output to its own analysis and to the 
analysis of other numerical models. The ultimate goal of the Eta Model is to 
provide accurate mesoscale weather forecasts through the late 1990's which are 
superior to those currently provided by the older NGM. To accurately evaluate the 
Eta Model, several model forecast output fields were compared to the NGM for a 
common population of extratropical cyclones over a period of five months. The 
separate model forecasts were also evaluated against their own analysis. Selected 
fields included central sea level pressure, 12h central pressure change, 1000 - 500 
mb thickness at the cyclone center, and both convective and total precipitation at 
the cyclone center. Results indicated a consistent negative bias in forecast central 
pressure values for the NGM, and a positive bias for the Eta Model. Mean forecast 
position errors were nearly identical for both models through 36h with the Eta 
forecast position errors only slightly larger at 48h. Both models exhibited a slight 
cold bias in 1000 - 500 mb thickness fields at the cyclone centers with the NGM 
being greater. The Eta Model tended to forecast more precipitation in general with 
and in particular the precipitation was higher for stable precipitation. 
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Assessment of the performance of the National Meteorological 
Center's (NMC) new Eta numerical weather prediction model requires 
objective evaluation through direct comparison of model forecast 
output to its own analysis and to the analysis and forecasts of 
other numerical models. The ultimate goal of the Eta model is to 
provide accurate mesoscale weather forecasts through the late 
1990's that are demonstrably better than the forecasts provided by 
the older Nested Grid Model, especially for quantitative 
precipitation. The Eta model differs significantly from current 
operational models in terms of its structure, numerics, and some 
physical parameterizations. The most significant difference is that 
the Eta vertical coordinate system is normalized with respect to 
mean sea-level pressure while the sigma coordinate, which is 
employed by the NGM and most other models, is normalized with 
respect to surface pressure (Black 1994). 
In order to best identify and quantify any particular 
systematic biases inherent in the Eta Model, several model forecast 
output fields must be compared to those of another well established 
forecast model for a common population of synoptic-scale weather 
systems, and over a sufficiently large time span. The Nested Grid 
Model was selected for this comparison because it is the primary 
forecast model for the continental United States. The NGM and Eta 
models are also both available on a common output grid, the 190.5 
km resolution LFM grid. Finally, the NGM is also the model that the 
Eta Model will eventually replace. 
With this in mind, the primary objective of this thesis is to 
undertake a direct comparison of the NGM and the Eta models using 
several selected parameters related to extratropical cyclones. 
These include central sea-level pressure and 12-h central pressure 
change, 1000 - 500 mb thickness at the cyclone center, and both 
convective and total precipitation averaged over the immediate 
vicinity of the cyclone. In order to meet this objective, Chapter 
II will first provide background information on previous model 
verification studies and other research.  Chapter III will then 
present thorough descriptions of the two forecast models used, 
NMC's Nested Grid and Eta Models. Detailed information on the 
methodology employed in the processing of data, the generation of 
graphics, and the computation of the statistics are addressed as 
well. The results, discussed in Chapter IV, identify systematic 
model forecast errors, biases, and trends in the models separately 
and also compare the performance of the two models. Finally, 
Chapter V contains conclusions, summarizes results, and provides 
recommendations for future research. 
II. BACKGROUND 
For about the last twenty years, numerous model verification 
studies and statistical comparisons have been conducted on 
synoptic-scale cyclones and their prediction. The studies referred 
to in this chapter may be sub-divided into three general 
categories. The first includes general case studies, such as those 
by Whittaker and Horn (1991) and by Roebber (1984) . The second type 
are, like this paper, studies of specific model performance. 
Studies such as those by Smith and Mullen (1993), Oravec and Grumm 
(1991), and Harr and Elsberry (1992) also fall into this category. 
The third type are model sensitivity studies, such as that by Kuo 
and Low-Nam (1990). 
In one general study case, Whittaker and Horn (1991), examined 
a very lengthy data set extending from 1958-1977 in which NMC 
cyclone track charts were generated from successive NMC surface 
analyses. Geographical, seasonal, and longer term statistics on 
cyclone formation frequency and position over North America and 
adjacent ocean areas were generated. Results identified cold season 
areas of most frequent cyclogenesis as the Colorado and Great Basin 
area, the U.S. East and Gulf Coasts, and Alberta and the Northwest 
Territories. A notable decrease in summer-time activity is noted in 
the Colorado area with other, less dramatic changes identified by 
month, season, and geographical location. Results also indicated 
that over this long-term data set, a decreasing trend in overall 
cyclone formation frequency over the North American continent was 
identified. 
Another general study by Roebber (1984), focused on the 
climatology of explosive cyclogenesis. A statistical analysis of 
12 and 24 hour deepening rates for all surface lows analyzed on at 
least two successive NMC 12 hourly hemispheric charts was performed 
for one year of data. Results of the statistical analysis 
indicated that the preferred regions for explosive cyclogenesis are 
baroclinic zones with the climatological and statistical evidence 
indicating that the explosive mechanism is a combination of 
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baroclinic processes and of additional physical mechanisms distinct 
from ordinary baroclinic instability. The climatology of explosive 
cyclones, Sanders and Gyakum (1980), was also updated and a new 
climatology of formation positions, maximum deepening positions, 
and dissipations for all cyclones in this one-year sample was 
compiled. 
In a very recent paper on model performance, Smith and Mullen 
(1993) examined sea level cyclone forecasts produced by NMC'S 
Nested Grid Model (NGM) and the Aviation run (AVN) of the Global 
Spectral Model over two separate cold seasons with all 24h and 48h 
forecast lows over North America and adjacent coastal regions 
included. Forecast errors in position, pressure, and thickness 
near the cyclone center are computed for each model and arranged 
according to geographical region. Results indicated that the NGM 
tended to forecast central cyclone pressure too low but with less 
variability while the AVN Model tended to forecast central 
pressures too high. Mean absolute and mean vector displacement 
errors were smaller for the AVN with the NGM exhibiting a bias 
toward moving cyclones too slow and placing them too far into the 
cold air. Both models also exhibited a weak cold bias in the 1000- 
500-mb thickness field. In addition, results indicated that 
ensemble averaging of the two model forecasts using an egually 
weighted average often verified better when forecast differences 
between the two separate models increased significantly. 
In another model performance study, Oravec and Grumm (1993) 
evaluated a single model, the NGM, and focused on a selected topic, 
the prediction of rapidly deepening cyclones. Data from three full 
years (Winter 1989 to Autumn 1991), subdivided into seasons, were 
examined. Results indicated that one primary axis of rapid 
deepening cyclones was located over the Western Atlantic from the 
mid-Atlantic coast northeastward to the Southern part of Greenland 
with a secondary axis defined over the Gulf of Alaska. Results from 
this study also highlight the fact that the NGM was slow in 
deepening rapidly deepening cyclones at all forecast periods and 
also, as has been previously noted, exhibited a cold bias in the 
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1000-500 mb thickness fields. The NGM exhibited a slow bias over 
the western Atlantic but very rarely mis-forecast the sign of the 
12-hour pressure change and also exhibited forecast position errors 
that were approximately 10% smaller than those for all cyclones in 
the NGM at all forecast periods.  Two specific cases of rapidly 
deepening east coast cyclogenesis were also examined. In one case, 
the ERICA IOP 4 cyclone, the NGM performed very well, only 
exhibiting a slow bias in forecast eastward movement. In the second 
case, a 4 Jan 1992 cyclone off the Carolina coast, the NGM 
performed much poorer, exhibiting significant problems in resolving 
the small-scale processes as the system rapidly intensified over 
the Gulf Stream. 
Harr and Elsberry (1992), elected to survey longer range model 
predictions, examining 72-h forecasts of sea level cyclones in the 
climatological areas of maximum cyclone formation over the western 
and central North Pacific Ocean. Only one model, the U.S. Navy's 
Operational Global Atmospheric Prediction System (NOGAPS) was 
employed in this study. It had been observed that specific patterns 
of systematic central-pressure and position errors were present in 
forecasts generated by NOGAPS in the North Pacific basin. Results 
indicate that maximum under-forecasting and maximum position errors 
occur over the central North Pacific climatological region of 
maximum cyclone deepening, and that maximum over-forecasting errors 
occur over the region of maximum cyclone dissipation. These 
systematic model forecast error distributions indicate that there 
are diagnostic relationships between model performance and cyclone 
track type and pressure change at forecast verification time. 
Results also indicate that when cyclones are separated according to 
the pressure tendencies of deepening, filling or mixed pressure 
tendency, different forecast pressure errors tend to occur 
depending on cyclone track type. 
Specifically, when the category of intensity change was 
correctly forecast, cyclones forecast to follow a western Pacific 
track tendto be over-forecast while those forecast to follow a 
central Pacific track tend to be under-forecast. 
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It was also noted that position errors are more sensitive to 
forecast track type rather than forecast central pressure profile. 
In a model sensitivity study, Kuo and Low-Nam (1990) conducted 
a series of numerical experiments using the Pennsylvania State 
University/National Center for Atmospheric Research mesoscale model 
on nine specific cases of explosive cyclogenesis. The purpose of 
their research was to identify and to rank by order of importance, 
those key factors which are important to the short-range prediction 
of explosive cyclones. Results indicated, as had been expected, 
that the structure of simulated cyclones was sensitive to 
precipitation parameterization, with the grid-scale-resolvable 
precipitation associated with mesoscale ascent in the vicinity of 
the warm front being a crucial element for rapid development. The 
upright convective precipitation played a far lesser role, and 
surface energy fluxes had little effect on development during the 
24 hour period of rapid development. In summary, the most crucial 
model components for accurate short range prediction of rapidly 
deepening cyclogenesis averaged over the nine study cases were 
found to be initial conditions, followed by horizontal grid 
resolution, then precipitation parameterization and finally lateral 
boundary conditions. The parameterization of surface energy fluxes 
and vertical resolution were found to have a far lesser impact. 
This thesis will serve as a comparison of the forecast 
accuracy of the Nested Grid and Eta models.  All statistics have 
been compiled and evaluated in a storm relative sense, whereby 
individual cyclones have been identified for the Nested Grid Model 
and the Eta model separately, and followed throughout their entire 
life cycle. Cyclones tracked separately by either model were 
employed in the generation of statistics whereby model forecast 
output was verified against that particular model's own analysis 
and cyclones commonly forecast by both models were also compared in 
order to examine forecast accuracy of the two models against each 
other for all times from 00h through 48h. Grid point data was 
employed in this thesis instead of charts which allowed the authors 
to view and evaluate more parameters such as convective and stable 
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precipitation separately when compared to 12-hour sea-level 
pressure change. Additionally, because gridded data were employed, 
the identification of the cyclone's lowest central pressure, 
central thickness, 12-hour central pressure change, forecast 
central pressure error, and mean precipitation values for a finite 
number of grid point locations surrounding each cyclone was 
automated. This process also helped eliminate possible human error 
in the measurement or interpolation of the values of the parameters 
listed above. 

III. METHODOLOGY AND DATA 
The statistics presented in this thesis were generated from 
forecast model output and analyses from the National Meteorological 
Center's (NMC) Nested Grid and Eta models. This chapter describes 
the methodology employed in the verification of model output for 
both models.  A brief physical description and some background 
information for both models is presented.  Some additional 
information on the data sets employed and specific data 
availability is also provided. 
A. MODEL DESCRIPTIONS 
1. Nested Grid Model 
The Nested Grid Model (NGM) is the forecast component of NMC'S 
Regional Analysis and Forecast System (RAFS).  First developed as 
a research model at NMC in 1978, the NGM became operational in a 
three-grid version in 1985 (Hoke et al. 1989).  Several model 
changes and upgrades, including the implementation of the Regional 
Data Assimilation System (RDAS) and improving the horizontal 
resolution in a two-grid version, (Fig. 3.1), were undertaken 
between 1986 and 1991, when the model was finally frozen (Petersen 
et al. 1991). 
The NGM gains its name from the nested structure of the 
model's grids. This nesting allows the NGM to be a stand-alone 
model because the boundaries of the NGM'S outer grid extend to the 
eguator, and thus a separate larger-scale model is not required to 
provide boundary conditions. 
The first of the three major components of the RAFS is the 
Regional Optimum Interpolation analysis (ROI).  According to 
Petersen et al. (1991), the ROI, is performed over the entire 
Northern Hemisphere on a thinned latitude-longitude grid with a 
resolution of 1° longitude by 0.75° latitude at midlatitudes. 
Observations used in the ROI include conventional surface, marine, 
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and rawinsonde data, ACARS aircraft winds, profiler winds, 
satellite cloud drift winds, and satellite soundings (Hoke et al. 
1989, Petersen et al. 1991).  Error checks are performed by 
comparing observations against the first-guess field and against 
each other. A field of observed corrections is then generated by- 
subtracting the first-guess field from the observations at 
observation sites.  Next, in the actual analysis portion of the 
ROI, corrections for each grid point are generated, statistically 
weighted based on the properties of the observational and first- 
guess fields using the optimum interpolation technique, and added 
to the first-guess field to yield the analyzed field. The ROI 
analyzes height, pressure, specific humidity, and wind components 
on the sigma surfaces used by the forecast model. The analysis of 
height and wind components is mulitvariate, while the analysis of 
specific humidity is univariate. 
In its currently operational form, the ROI is incorporated in 
the Regional Data Assimilation System (RDAS), which was developed 
to improve the resolution of the first-guess field and also to 
allow the incorporation of newer, high-frequency data sets 
available over the U.S. into the RAFS. 
According to Petersen et al. (1991) and DiMego et al. (1992), 
the RDAS begins with a ROI analysis and initialization using data 
from 12 hours before the forecast initialization time (T-12).  In 
its current operational version, RDAS obtains its first-guess field 
and one-way boundary conditions for the inner-grid forecasts from 
the Global Data Assimilation System (GDAS). This coupling between 
the GDAS and RDAS is designed to take advantage of the GDAS'S 
current and future improvements in defining the global-scale 
circulation. Essentially, a series of 3h forecasts produced by the 
NGM on its inner grid are sequentially corrected and updated by a 
series of high-resolution ROI analyses. This process, repeated for 
a 12h time period prior to model initialization, allows the 
inclusion of newer asynoptic data types into the analysis, allows 
gradients in the analysis to become more fully developed, and 
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improves the uniformity of precipitation rates in the early period 
of the model forecast itself. 
The second component of RAFS is the initialization. According 
to Bonner et al. (1989), the purpose of initialization is to 
remove meteorologically insignificant gravity waves which produce 
"noise" in the forecast output. The currently operational 
procedure, derived from a method developed by Temperton (1988), 
performs the initialization only upon the corrections derived from 
observations rather than the full analysis field as was previously 
done.  It is designed to retain a major share of the divergence 
associated with mountains and ageostrophic flow and permits better 
modeling of precipitation during the very early portions of the 
forecast period. The Temperton (1988) initialization is a vertical- 
mode, grid-point scheme, but is functionally eguivalent to the 
previously used normal-mode spectral scheme. Following the results 
of Carr et al. (1989), only the lowest two modes are initialized. 
The third major component of the RAFS is the NGM itself. Like 
the previous two components, it employs the terrain following sigma 
coordinate of Phillips (1957) in the vertical. As illustrated in 
Fig. 3.2, vertical resolution in the RAFS changes relatively 
smoothly with height with the finest resolution at lower levels 
designed to accurately capture and model boundary layer processes 
(Hoke et al. 1989). The NGM is currently run in a two-grid 
configuration (Fig. 3.1), with the outermost grid being hemispheric 
and the inner grid having twice the resolution of the outer grid 
(DiMego et al. 1992) These grids use a polar stereographic 
projection with a mesh length of 84 km at 45°N on the inner "C- 
grid". Symmetry is imposed as the eguatorial boundary condition 
for the outer "B-grid", but two-way interactive boundary conditions 
are used between the B and C grids. 
The Arakawa-D system of staggering forecast variables is 
employed in the NGM, whereby the u and v wind components are offset 
one-half grid interval from the mass forecast points in both the y 
and x directions. Fourth-order finite differencing is used in the 
horizontal, with second-order used in the vertical (Hoke 1992). A 
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Lax-Wendroff time differencing scheme provides superior performance 
in terms of computational modes. According to Hoke (1992), in a 
comparison between the fourth and second order methods, forecast 
fields for several layers and variables were quite similar. Average 
daily anomaly correlation coefficients showed slight, consistent 
improvement in all layers with the fourth order method.  Averaged 
mean and rms errors for height and wind at several layers also 
showed slight improvement when the fourth order method was 
employed. 
The NGM is a primitive equation model, meaning that the model 
equations are maintained in or near to their original form, as 
opposed to forms modified by geostrophic assumptions. Explicit 
variables forecast are those of wind velocity, potential 
temperature, and specific humidity, all weighted by surface 
pressure at the middle of the model layers. Heights and vertical 
motion are diagnosed at layer interfaces. 
The effects of the physical processes of precipitation, 
radiation, and heat, momentum and moisture exchanges between the 
atmosphere and the oceans are also modeled, as well as boundary 
layer mixing, and dry convection and turbulent energy transport in 
the vertical. According to Hoke et al. (1989), moist convection is 
parameterized using a modified Kuo (1965) scheme and so occurs at 
a model grid point when there is significant convergence of 
moisture in the lowest six layers of the model, when a parcel 
originating in any one of the four lowest layers would become 
buoyant if lifted, and also if total moisture convergence into the 
column below the cloud top is positive.  Moisture available from 
this convergence below cloud top, including evaporation from the 
land and sea surface is subsequently redistributed in the vertical 
in the form of latent heating and moistening. Grid-scale 
precipitation occurs when the relative humidity at a grid point 
exceeds 95%. The precipitation is allowed to fall and re-evaporate 
in lower layers in which the relative humidity is less than 95%. 
This process is continued downward through each subsequent model 
layer with any net precipitation accumulating at the surface. 
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According to Hoke et al. (1989) the effects of longwave 
radiation on the modeled atmosphere and land surface are computed 
as a function of ground temperature, atmospheric temperature, 
specific humidity, and cloud amount. Formulations of cloud amount 
for both longwave and shortwave radiation computations are computed 
solely from relative humidity, patterned after a method developed 
by Slingo (1984). Cloud amount is zero for relative humidity below 
80% and increases to 100% as humidity approaches 100%. Longwave 
radiation usually produces cooling with average values for a 
tropical clear sky on the order of 1° to 3°C per day.  Shortwave 
radiative heating of the atmosphere and earth's surface is computed 
as a function of the specific humidity of the modeled atmosphere, 
cloud cover, surface albedo, and solar zenith angle.  Typical 
values are on the order of 1° to 2°C per day for a tropical clear 
sky.  In the NGM in general, as cloud amounts increase, both the 
longwave cooling and the shortwave warming of the air increase. At 
the earth's surface, as cloud amount increases, incident solar 
radiation decreases and thus net longwave radiative flux at the 
earth's surface decreases. 
Heat, moisture, and momentum are exchanged between atmospheric 
and the land and water surfaces of the earth in the NGM.  The 
sensible heat flux is proportional to the surface exchange "drag" 
coefficient, wind speed in the lowest layer of the model, and the 
difference between the ground and air temperatures.  Latent heat 
flux is proportional to the drag coefficient, moisture 
availability, bottom layer wind speed, and the difference between 
the saturation specific humidity of the ground and the specific 
humidity of the bottom layer.  Finally, surface drag for each 
horizontal wind component is proportional to the drag coefficient, 
the magnitude of the wind, and the wind speed in the lowest layer. 
Drag coefficient values increase with increasing bottom layer wind 
speed, surface roughness, and decreasing boundary layer stability. 
A surface energy budget, which includes the processes of 
shortwave radiation, longwave radiation, sensible and latent 
heating, and exchange of heat with the subsoil, is used to forecast 
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the surface temperature over land.  This surface temperature is 
needed to compute the sensible and latent heat fluxes at ground 
level and also the longwave radiative flux.  Over a water surface 
a surface energy budget is unnecessary as sea surface temperature 
is assumed to be constant during a forecast cycle.  The NMC sea 
surface temperature analysis, which is updated daily, serves as the 
skin temperature for longwave radiation, sensible heat fluxes, and 
latent heat flux for the NGM. Snow and ice cover fields, which 
affect the surface albedo in the radiation calculations and the 
sensible and latent heat fluxes at the surface, are reanalyzed 
weekly by NESDIS (Hoke et al. 1989). 
The boundary-layer mixing process, described by Phillips 
(1986), develops a mixed layer near the earth's surface in the 
model in response to buoyancy produced by heating and moistening 
from the surface and in response to mechanical stirring by the 
wind.  A mixed layer that is adiabatic with uniform specific 
humidity is generated by these effects.  Surface mixing in the NGM 
is supplemented by vertical turbulent mixing of momentum throughout 
the entire model atmosphere. A third type of mixing in the NGM is 
a dry convective adjustment.  In the case where a superadiabatic 
layer develops, the temperature profile is adjusted to be adiabatic 
in a way that conserves the enthalpy of the column (Hoke et al. 
1989). 
Recent modifications (7 November 1990) to the NGM include a 
modification of the moisture extrapolation procedure at upper 
levels and inclusion of a zonal mean ozone climatology, both of 
which serve to lessen a systematic cold bias in the upper layers of 
the NGM. Modifications in orography were also undertaken in order 
to lessen the tendency for leeside cyclogenesis and to more 
accurately predict orographic precipitation. A revised 
interpolation procedure was adopted to correct a local problem of 
erroneously large surface wetness over coastal land points. This 
problem was caused when large oceanic wetness values were allowed 
to affect adjacent coastal land points.  Stability dependent 
surface fluxes over water, designed to reduce fluxes into warm air 
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masses over cold currents and to increase evaporation into cold air 
masses over the Great Lakes and Gulf Stream as well as improve the 
forecast intensity of oceanic cyclones, were added also.  RAFS 
subsoil temperature specifications were also added in order to 
lessen the erroneously large variability from cycle to cycle at a 
fixed location which resulted in a net cold bias in low-level air 
temperature.  By setting subsoil temperature to a 15-day running 
average of the RAFS analyzed air temperature at the models lowest 
sigma layer the lagged dependence of subsoil temperature was 
simulated. The cycle to cycle variability in subsoil temperature 
was thus eliminated and mean and random temperature forecast errors 
in the models lowest forecast layer were improved (Petersen et al. 
1991). 
2. Eta Model 
The newer of the two forecast models evaluated in this thesis 
is the Eta model. According to Black et al. (1993), the model was 
given the name of the coordinate it employs in the vertical, namely 
the Greek letter eta. Eta is a generalization of the commonly used 
sigma coordinate and yields essentially horizontal coordinate 
surfaces.  According to Black et al. (1993), the most significant 
difference in the two models is that the Eta coordinate system is 
normalized with respect to mean sea level pressure while the sigma 
coordinate is normalized with respect to surface pressure. The eta 
coordinate was first defined in 1984 by Mesinger in order to 
greatly reduce the magnitude of errors inherent in the computation 
of the pressure gradient force, advection, and horizontal diffusion 
along the relatively steeply inclined sigma coordinate surfaces. 
The current version of the Eta model, with a mesh length of 80 km 
and with 38 vertical levels, replaced the Limited-Area Fine Mesh 
Model (LFM) as NMC'S »early run" in July of 1993 (Black 1994). 
The current version of the Eta model receives its first-guess 
field from a GDAS 6h forecast. This first guess is then 
interpolated onto the Eta levels and an optimal interpolation is 
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done on the Eta surfaces in a manner similar to the NGM'S ROI. No 
initialization is performed. According to Black et al. (1993), the 
Eta model employs second-order finite differencing and is semi- 
staggered in the horizontal, with wind components predicted on 
alternate points to those of the mass variables. The mesh length 
between mass points of the Eta model is 80 km. The grid's central 
point is located at 52°N and 111°W, and is in effect a re- 
positioning of the eguator and prime meridian which serves to 
minimize the distortion of features across the grid (Fig 3.3). 
Numerically, this repositioning also minimizes the difference in 
delta-x and delta-y across the grid. 
Vertically, the Eta model's 38 levels have maximum resolution 
at the lowest levels of the atmosphere with a secondary maximum in 
resolution at 250 mb designed to improve modeling of the jet 
stream.  Figure 3.4 illustrates the vertical structure of the Eta 
model. 
According to Black et al. (1993), Eta model equations employ 
the split-explicit approach to integration. Physically this means 
that processes such as advection and convection are computed in 
sequence, whereby each primary prognostic variable is updated to 
reflect the influence of a particular process.  The fundamental 
time step of the Eta model is 200 seconds, which is associated with 
geostrophic adjustment. The advective time step is twice that of 
adjustment, while that of processes such as convection and 
turbulence is four times that of geostrophic adjustment. Like the 
NGM, the Eta model is a primitive equation model. Explicit forecast 
variables are wind velocity, potential temperature, and specific 
humidity. 
According to Black (1994) both grid-scale and convective 
precipitation are predicted in the Eta Model. Grid-scale 
precipitation is formed after every two adjustment time steps if 
the relative humidity in a grid box exceeds 95%; it is subsequently 
evaporated if it falls through layers where the relative humidity 
is less then 95%. Convective precipitation, which is based on the 
Betts-Miller cumulus parameterization scheme (Betts 1986; Betts and 
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Miller 1986) with some modifications described by Janjic (1986), is 
calculated every four time steps. The calculation of vertical 
turbulent exchange is carried out every fourth adjustment time step 
and is exchanged between model layers in the free atmosphere based 
on the Mellor-Yamada Level 2.5 Model (Black 1994).  Turbulent 
kinetic energy (TKE) in this scheme, is a fully prognostic variable 
that is carried on layer interfaces in the Eta Model. When 
updated, TKE is used to compute exchange coefficients for the 
transfer of heat, moisture, and momentum between adjacent model 
layers. Exchange between the earth's surface and the lowest model 
layer uses the Mellor-Yamada Level 2 Model in which TKE is held 
constant. 
Surface fluxes are also calculated using the Monin-Obukov 
fluctuations generated from the Mellor-Yamada Level 2 Model. A 
viscous sublayer is located over water surfaces in order to model 
the differences in temperature, moisture, and momentum at the 
surface and what the bulk atmosphere itself feels.  Only one 
prognostic ground layer currently exists but more layers are to be 
included in the future.  Temperature and moisture at the ground 
surface are updated every four time steps with these guantities 
being held constant over water.  Surface soil temperatures are 
computed using a force-restore relation (Black 1994). 
The radiation package employed by the Eta model is nearly 
identical to that of the MRF. Both the shortwave and the longwave 
radiation schemes are executed every two forecast hours with the 
shortwave calculation soon to be changed to hourly to better 
resolve the position of the sun. Ozone and carbon dioxide 
distributions are taken from climatology.  Surface albedo is also 
taken from climatology but is allowed to evolve during the 
forecast.  Stratiform and cumuliform interactive clouds are 
diagnosed based upon model relative humidity and convective 
rainfall rates.  Atmospheric temperature tendencies arising from 




All data from the NGM and Eta models employed in this research 
were obtained from the National Meteorological Center (NMC) in GRIB 
format in near real time via ftp over the Internet. Data 
availability averaged 83.8% over a five month period beginning 11 
January 1994 and ending 11 May 1994. 
Only selected fields were unpacked from the GRIB files, 
specifically sea level pressure, surface pressure, 700mb vertical 
motion, 500 mb and 300 mb winds, 1000 mb and 500 mb heights, 
parameterized and total accumulated precipitation, the "Best-four" 
lifted index, .9823 sigma-level temperature and specific humidity, 
and 1000 mb to 300 mb mean relative humidity. From these basic 
fields, 1000-500mb thickness, stable precipitation, and .9823 
sigma-level eguivalent potential temperature were also computed. 
All gridded data for both models had been stored in 45 point (Y- 
direction) by 53 point (X-direction) arrays on the Limited Area 
Fine Mesh (LFM) forecast grid (Fig. 3.5), a polar-stereographic 
projection with a mesh length of 190.5 km. Initialized fields (00h) 
as well as 6, 12, 18, 24, 30, 36, 42, and 48h forecasts were 
obtained and unpacked. 
C. METHODOLOGY 
In this study of extratropical cyclones, the sea level 
pressure field was employed in the model comparison to the largest 
extent. All high and low pressure centers and cols (saddle points) 
were identified through the use of a derivative test applied for 
each grid point against surrounding adjacent grid points in the 
field. Specifically, low centers were identified in the case where 
directional derivatives calculated from a given point to the eight 
surrounding points were all positive, and high centers were 
identified where all directional derivatives were negative. Cols 
were identified as points where the directional derivatives 
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alternated between positive and negative values four times. A 
comparison of the absolute values of the sums of the directional 
derivatives for each col was made when another col was identified 
at any one of the eight adjacent grid points. The col with the 
lowest absolute sum was retained, because this point in the sea 
level pressure field had the weakest mean gradient and so was most 
representative of the center of the col. The pressure values at 
highs, lows, and cols were also retained. 
Subseguently each low pressure center identified was paired 
with the nearest col in the sea level pressure field. By comparing 
pressures and locations for a low center and its nearest col, a 
pressure deficit and radius were calculated for each low center. 
All lows and their nearest cols were plotted and numbered on the 
sea level pressure analysis for each analysis and forecast time. 
Latitude and longitude values and grid coordinates were also 
calculated and retained for every low and col identified. 
A second program, with a small degree of manual interaction, 
was employed to pair forecast with analyzed lows for 12, 24, 36, 
and 48h forecasts through the calculation of distances and 
thickness differences. Initially, each observed low was compared 
seguentially to every forecast low and distances as well as 
thickness differences were calculated. If the closest forecast low 
also had the lowest thickness difference, then a match was 
declared. If, during this comparison, for any subsequently observed 
low, a better distance/thickness combination was found with the 
same forecast low, then this observed low was declared as a match 
instead of the earlier observed low in the analysis sequence. 
Also, a match was declared if the nearest forecast cyclone to the 
observed cyclone did not have the smallest thickness difference but 
was within a thickness difference limit threshold of 150 m and a 
distance limit of 990 km. Again, if this matched low was previously 
matched to an observed low, a logic step was employed to determine 
which combination of distance and thickness error was best, with 
that combination being retained as the optimum combination of 
analyzed vs forecast lows. For all observed lows as 
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well as forecast lows which were not matched by the computer 
program, a manual intervention was allowed where visual comparisons 
could be made in the case where program thresholds, designed to 
prevent erroneous matches, may not have allowed actual correct 
matches. Program output indicated which observed and forecast lows 
were matched as well as which lows were forecast but not observed 
and which ones were observed but not forecast. Visual comparison 
was made of each forecast-analysis match in order to assure 
accuracy and to later manually correct any miss-matches. New 
cyclones were also identified through later manual comparison. 
Systems located to the south of 25°N were not considered in the 
comparison because this study is focused on extra-tropical systems. 
All cyclones considered in the analysis were required to have been 
analyzed for at least 24 hours, and be identified by at least one 
closed isobar for at least two analyses 12 hours apart. Heat lows 
were also not considered.  In order to track individual cyclones 
through their life cycle, a manual inspection was conducted for 
each cyclone meeting the above thresholds from the first time a 
cyclone was analyzed, until it was no longer identifiable on the 
chart. A cyclone number was assigned for each cyclone up to a total 
of 227.  Computer assigned cyclone numbers for each cyclone were 
recorded for each analysis time as well as computer matched 
forecast vs analyzed low numbers for the 12, 24, 36, and 48h 
forecasts for each analysis time. 
Resultant forecast errors in position and central pressure 
were retained for each low for each of the 12, 24, 36, and 48h 
forecasts available for each model. Subsequent forecast error 
statistics on cyclone development, movement, central pressure and 
position for all cyclones analyzed for both models were generated 
and analyzed. Systematic biases were identified and are presented 
in the conclusions. 
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Figure 3.1: The current nested grid model structure, showing the 
expanded northern hemispheric domain of grid B and the new super 
grid C. heavy solid lines outline the approximate boundaries of 
grids 3 and C of the original NGM "From Dimego et al.   1992". 
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Figure 3.4: The 38 layers of the Eta Model, drawn proportional to 
their thickness in mass (mb) for the standard atmosphere "From 
Black  et  al.   1993". 
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A.   SEA LEVEL PRESSURE ERRORS 
Forecast sea-level pressure errors and statistics are listed 
in Tables 4.1 and 4.2 for the Nested Grid Model (NGM) and Eta 
model, respectively. Table 4.3 contains statistics on cyclones 
which were analyzed and/or forecast by both models. Mean sea-level 
pressure errors at the analysis, and all forecast times are also 
listed, along with additional information on the data base from 
which they were derived. Forecast pressure errors are defined as 
positive in the case where forecast pressure values are higher than 
analyzed values, and are negative when analyzed pressure values are 
higher than forecast pressure values. In the case where the two 
models are compared, errors are negative when Eta model forecast 
values are lower than NGM values, and positive when higher than NGM 
values. Standard deviation (SD) values for mean forecast and 
analyzed mean sea-level pressure values, and for forecast error 
values are also calculated and examined. Correlation coefficients 
(R) are also presented to help guantify the linear fit between 
forecast vs analyzed data groups, and between NGM and Eta Model 
data groups when they are directly compared. A total of 227 
cyclones were employed in the generation of this statistical data 
base, with all comparisons of forecast vs analyzed data available 
included. 
In some instances data were missing for one, or several model 
runs for one model or the other. Conseguently, some individual 
cyclones were analyzed by only one model. In other instances, one 
model carried a cyclone for more forecast cycles than the other 
model. These factors helped contribute to some of the differences 
in forecast and analyzed values when statistics on the two models 
are viewed separately. 
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1. Nested Grid Model 
As shown in Table 4.1 NGM forecast pressure errors exhibited 
a consistent negative bias with error magnitudes increasing from a 
minimum of -.23 mb at the 12h forecast to a maximum of -.8 mb at 
48h indicating that the model predicted slightly stronger cyclones 
than analyzed. With increased forecast range, the forecast error 
standard deviation increased steadily as would be expected, from 
2.33 mb at 12h to 6.01 mb at 48h. Correlation coefficients 
exhibited their best linear fit at the 12h forecast time with a 
value of .986, then very steadily eroded to a minimum value of .908 
by 48h. The standard deviation of forecast error values exhibited 
a similar steady trend toward a wider variability with increased 
forecast range. Figure 4.1 indicates the same decrease in linear 
fit over the four forecast ranges. With the exception of the NGM 
tending to over-forecast the central pressure of the very few 
deepest cyclones, a trend can easily be observed wherein cyclones 
analyzed at the higher end of the mean sea-level pressure spectrum 
tended to be over-forecast, and cyclones analyzed at the lower end 
of the mean sea-level pressure spectrum tended to be under- 
forecast. 
2. Eta Model 
Fewer forecast to analysis comparisons are available for the 
Eta model, primarily due to data availability. Forecast pressure 
errors illustrated a consistent, positive bias in the Eta model, 
with absolute forecast error magnitudes being consistently larger 
than those of the NGM (Table 4.2). Mean errors began with a minimum 
value of .68 mb at 12h and rapidly increased to slightly over 1 mb 
by 24h, remaining there through 48h. Both correlation coefficients, 
and error standard deviations were remarkably close in magnitude 
and character to those of the NGM, with no significant differences 
identifiable. Inspection of Figure 4.2, illustrates the consistent, 
positive pressure error noted above at all forecast ranges for the 
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Eta model through the decreasing slope and leftward shift of the 
best linear fit (R) curves through the model forecast cycle. 
3. Eta and NGM Comparison 
For the population of cyclone analyses and forecasts common to 
both models the number of comparisons began at over 1000 at 
analysis time and dropped rapidly to 699 at the 12h forecast time, 
remained nearly steady at 24h, then dropped sharply again to 581 
for the 36h and 48h forecast times (Table 4.3), The sharp reduction 
in number for the 12h forecast reflects a large number of missing 
12h Eta forecasts at the beginning of the period examined. 
Initially, at 00h, the mean Eta model analysis was deeper than the 
NGM by .54 mb, but rapidly changed to a positive value of .39 mb by 
12h and to 1.11 mb at 24h, with further increases to over 1.3 mb at 
36h and 48h.  This observed pressure error pattern is in good 
agreement with trends identified in the separate model comparisons 
showing that the Eta model's error is of the same magnitude as the 
difference between the two models.  A noteworthy observation in 
this common comparison is the close fit of correlation coefficients 
and forecast error standard deviation values between the two models 
over the range of forecast times.  The two separate models were in 
very good agreement in cyclone analysis solutions with a 
correlation coefficient of .99 and a standard deviation of only 
1.94 mb. The agreement decreased at a steady rate through 48h, yet 
still remained better than the agreement between the individual 
model forecasts and analyses with a maximum Eta standard deviation 
of 4.70 mb and minimum correlation coefficient of .945 at 48h. 
Importantly, this observation illustrates no radical difference in 
model performance of forecast sea-level pressure values over the 
range of forecast times with the exception of the consistently 
higher central pressure values forecast by the Eta model. 
Inspection of Figures 4.3 and 4.4 illustrates that for the 
very few deepest cyclones, the Eta model tended to forecast higher 
central pressure values for all forecast times with the bias 
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increasing as forecast time increased. The linear fit curves 
further illustrate this bias rather well. This observation is 
consistent with the aforementioned comments, although is somewhat 
more notable when the deepest few cyclones in the data base are 
examined separately. 
4. Large Error Analysis 
For a very few cyclones, model forecast solutions differed 
significantly between the two models. Investigation of these cases 
revealed that these cyclones were almost exclusively located in 
data sparse oceanic locations. These occasional significant 
differences in model forecast or analysis solution, rather than any 
dramatic model bias helps explain some of the previously discussed 
model differences. Several cases revealed that one common cause was 
a differing model solution of cyclone formation in the vicinity of 
Cape Farewell, Greenland. In this situation a given model may have 
under-predicted a cyclone deepening rate, or may have analyzed or 
forecast a different sea level pressure pattern, dividing energy 
differently between the Southeast Coast and Western Coast of 
Greenland. In another situation, one model may have analyzed or 
forecast a cyclone with a single center, while the other model 
analyzed the same system with a dual center or with a significantly 
differing surface pattern, such as troughing, both of which served 
to increase the minimum cyclone central pressure. In a third 
situation, one model may have analyzed the deepest cyclonic center 
in a complex system very close, yet inside the model's forecast 
grid while the other model may have positioned the deepest center 
of the same complex cyclonic system just outside its forecast grid 
with a weaker secondary center co-located with the strongest center 
of the first model. This would cause a comparison leading to 
radically differing central pressures for a single given cyclone at 
a specific forecast or analysis time. 
Comparisons of sea level pressure vs longitude and of sea 
level pressure vs latitude were also made for both models 
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(Fig. 4.5). Beginning with longitude, the deepest cyclones were 
exclusively of oceanic origin, with the very few deepest cyclones 
located in the Atlantic Ocean. The highest mean central sea level 
pressures for both models were observed to be located primarily 
over the inter-mountain west, although this pattern was not nearly 
as well defined as that over oceanic areas. Comparisons of latitude 
vs central pressure illustrate that the cyclones, as expected, lie 
predominately in the mid-latitudes between 30°N and 65°N. The 
population of cyclones analyzed at lower latitudes indicated far 
less variation in central pressure than those at middle or high 
latitudes, with those at middle latitudes exhibiting the greatest 
degree of variability. 
B.   FORECAST POSITION ERRORS 
Forecast position errors along with statistics on the relevant 
populations of cyclone forecast comparisons are listed in Tables 
4.4 and 4.5 for the NGM and Eta models separately. Table 4.6 lists 
the same information for the population of cyclones common to both 
models. Statistics on cyclone position and pressure in this table 
are referred to as forecast differences, as it is incorrect to 
arbitrarily label one model's forecast solution more accurate than 
the other. 
1. Nested Grid Model 
Forecast position errors for the NGM verified against its own 
analysis illustrated a very uniform increase in magnitude as 
forecast length increased with the mean position error of 146.4 km 
at 12h increasing gradually to 322 km at 48h (Table 4.4). Note that 
the position errors were calculated from model output interpolated 
to the LFM grid, with its 190.5 km spacing (at 60° N). Therefore, 
the mean distance errors are less than one grid length out to 36h. 
This also implies that the distance errors may be somewhat 
overestimated by using the model output on the LFM grid compared to 
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the original model resolutions closer to 80 km. Standard deviation 
values for the forecast distance error showed a similar uniform 
trend in increase with lengthening forecast range, beginning with 
a minimum value of 169 km at 12h and increasing to a maximum of 246 
at 48h. Graphic representation of pressure error vs distance error 
for each forecast time through 48h, (Fig 4.6), illustrates very 
little bias or correlation between the sign or magnitude of the 
pressure error and the magnitude of the distance error. The largest 
errors in forecast position were nearly evenly divided between 
positive and negative pressure errors for each forecast time. 
Graphic depiction of longitude vs forecast position error (Fig 4.7) 
illustrates no identifiable bias toward oceanic locations for 12h 
and 24h, with some bias present at 36h and 48h toward larger 
forecast position errors in oceanic regions especially for Pacific 
Ocean locations. 
2- Eta Model 
Eta model forecast position errors, like those of the NGM, 
exhibited a very uniform increase in magnitude as forecast time 
progressed through 48h. Initial mean position error values were 
very close to those of the NGM, at 143 km and increased almost 
perfectly in step through 36h, when both models reached a mean 
error magnitude of 275-276 km. Only at 48h did the models show any 
difference in mean forecast position error, with the difference 
being only 8 km with the Eta model having the larger mean error 
value of 330 km. Position error standard deviation values were 
initially less than the NGM at 12h with a value of 157.3 km, then 
increased rapidly to 205 km at 24h, but eventually became nearly 
identical to the NGM at 245.8 km at 48h. 
Inspection of graphs (Fig. 4.8) of pressure error vs forecast 
position error, like those for the NGM, indicates no distinct 
correlation between the sign of the forecast pressure error and the 
largest few distance errors, but does indicate a slight bias for 
the very few cyclones with the largest position error to be under- 
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forecast in central pressure values.  Forecast position error 
plotted vs longitude for the Eta model illustrated no bias toward 
the location of larger error values over ocean areas through 24h 
and only slightly indicated a bias toward locating larger forecast 
position errors over oceanic regions at 36h and 48h (Fig. 4.9). 
In summary, for both models individually, the largest forecast 
position errors showed far less sensitivity to geographic location 
than did the largest forecast central pressure errors (not depicted 
in this paper), which indicated a strong bias toward oceanic 
locations, especially the Atlantic. A similar distribution to 
Figure 4.5 was observed, with the largest differences in mean error 
values over oceanic regions, and a much smaller range of error 
variance over the Continental United States. 
3. Eta and NGM Forecast Position Comparisons. 
In a final examination of forecast position errors the Eta 
model is compared with the NGM. The population of cyclone analyses 
and forecasts common to both models is presented from OOh through 
48h (Table 4.6). A total of 1035 common cyclone comparisons in the 
analyses rapidly dropped to below 700 by 12h and continued to 
decline to 579 at 48h. At analysis time the two models agreed to 
within 141 km. Although this value appears rather large for an 
analysis comparison of a common population of cyclones, it is 
important to recall that the coarse 190.5 LFM grid was employed in 
this research, and also that, as earlier mentioned on page 30, 
occasionally large differing model analysis solutions also helped 
to bias the mean analysis distance difference toward a higher 
numerical value. Forecast position differences between the two 
models were very similar to the individual model position errors, 
increasing slightly to 167 km by I2h, then jumping markedly to 233 
km at 24h,  and continuing to increase to a maximum of 325 km at 
48h. Values of standard deviation of forecast position difference 
between the two models followed a similar trend, as expected, 
increasing from a minimum of 144 km at analysis to 293 km at 48h, 
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slightly larger than the standard deviations of the individual 
model position errors. 
Figures 4.10 and 4.11 compare the analyzed and forecast 
pressure and position differences and indicate no particular bias 
at all for positive or negative pressure error values in the case 
of the most radically differing position forecasts. Similarly, the 
largest deviations in cyclone forecast position between the two 
models also indicated no bias for geographical location at all 
(Figs. 4.12 and 4.13). 
C.   FORECAST THICKNESS ERRORS 
Statistics on the thickness between the 1000 mb to 500 mb 
layers at the center of the cyclone (Tables 4.7, 4.8, and 4.9) were 
also generated, and presented in the same manner as those for the 
sea- level pressure fields for both the Eta model and the NGM 
separately, and then for the models compared against each other. 
1. Nested Grid Model 
The NGM exhibited a slight, consistent cold bias for all 
forecast times from 12h through 48h (Table 4.7).   Forecast 
thickness errors ranged from -0.4 m at 12h, to a maximum of -7 m at 
48h.  Thickness error standard deviation values had a similar 
trend, increasing from a minimum of 31.3 m at 12h to a maximum of 
54.2 m at 48h.  Correlation coefficients for the NGM demonstrated 
a very good correlation of forecast to observed thickness values 
throughout the forecast cycle, beginning at nearly .99 at 12h, and 
decreasing very slightly to only .96 by 48h. 
Figure 4.14, graphically depicts forecast vs analyzed central 
thickness values. A trend toward the NGM under-forecasting the 
thickness of the warmest few cyclones and over-forecasting the 
thickness of the coldest few cyclones is apparent in each of the 
four comparisons. This trend becomes more distinct as time 
progresses out to 48h.  A brief inspection of forecast central 
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thickness errors vs longitude (Fig. 4.15) indicates that the 
largest variation in thickness error occurred, as expected over the 
continental United States and Western Atlantic with far less 
variation over the Eastern Pacific due to the more moderate 
character of oceanic air masses. No particular bias of positive or 
negative errors toward geographical locations can be firmly 
identified. 
2. Eta Model 
The Eta model exhibited much less bias in the central 
thickness errors than the NGM (Table 4.8).  The Eta Model began 
with a positive thickness error of 1 m at 12h which soon reversed 
to a negative error of -.5 m at 24h, and increased to -1.84 by 48h 
compared to -7 m for the NGM. Even so, both standard deviation 
values and correlation coefficients for the Eta model forecast vs 
analyzed central thickness are little different from those of the 
NGM with the values being nearly identical most of the time. 
Another interesting similarity in the two models is that the 
Eta Model, like the NGM, exhibited a consistent bias which 
increased with forecast time toward under-forecasting the thickness 
of the Warmest few cyclones (Fig.4.16). However, the coldest few 
cyclones are more evenly split between predicted thickness too cold 
and too warm than was the case for the NGM. In a similar manner as 
described for the NGM, inspection of forecast central thickness 
error vs longitude (Fig. 4.17) indicates that the largest magnitude 
of thickness errors, both positive and negative occurred over the 
continental United States and Western Atlantic with no particular 
bias in negative of positive values toward geographical location. 
3. Eta Model and NGM Compared 
Like the comparison of cyclone position errors, the number of 
cyclone comparisons common to both models decreases rapidly from 
over 1000 at analysis time, to very close to 700 for 12h and 24h, 
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and then takes another rapid drop to just under 600 at 36h and 48h 
(Table 4.9). In this comparison, Eta analyzed and forecast values 
are subtracted from those of the NGM with differences noted as 
positive when Eta thickness values are lower than those of the NGM, 
and negative when Eta thickness values are higher than those of the 
NGM. Close examination of Table 4.9 indicated a very slight cold 
bias in Eta Model thickness values at analysis time which rapidly 
changes to a warm bias of 2 to 3 m at 12h and 24h, which is 
consistent with information presented in the previous two sections. 
This warm bias illustrates a marked increase to 8.5 m at 36h and 
48h, primarily a result of the NGM's cold bias (Table 4.7). 
Forecast thickness difference standard deviation values remained 
relatively low at 29.5 m at analysis and at 32.8 m at 12h, but then 
increased markedly to 44 m by 24h and then showed a slower, 
steady increase through 36h, reaching a maximum value of 51 m at 
48h.  The linear correlation of the forecast thickness values 
exhibited a very good fit through 48h. Correlation coefficients 
diminished from .99 at analysis to a still rather good fit of 
nearly .96 at 48h. 
Inspection of Figs. 4.18 and 4.19 reveals that the majority of 
positive central thickness differences in the model comparison 
result from the Eta Model forecasting higher central thickness 
values for cyclones in the mid to lower thickness value range that 
were commonly forecast by both models. As a slight aberration, at 
36h and 48h the very few coldest cyclones had actually been 
forecast at lower thickness values by the Eta model. 
D.   PRECIPITATION AND PRESSURE ERRORS. 
Convective and total precipitation statistics for the total 
population of cyclones included in this data base are listed in 
Tables 4.10 through 4.16 for the NGM and Eta Models along with mean 
12h pressure change values. The Precipitation values are 
generated/averaged from the 25 grid points surrounding the center 
position of the pressure minimum of each cyclone in the data base. 
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Precipitation values are listed in mm/12h.  Total precipitation 
values represent the sum of the convective (parameterized) listed 
here and the stable (grid-scale) precipitation values which are not 
listed. 
1. Nested Grid Model 
For the Nested Grid Model, mean cyclone-average convective 
precipitation ranged consistently between .5 mm and .6 mm, while 
the mean cyclone total precipitation ranged consistently between 
2.0 and 2.4 mm. Mean central pressure change statistics for all 
cyclones, both with and without measurable precipitation, (Table 
4.10), indicate very little relationship overall with mean 
precipitation values in the NGM, with mean pressure changes of less 
than .4 mb at 12h and 24h and virtually no mean pressure change at 
36h and 48h. This is due to the fact that both filling and 
deepening cyclones are included in this evaluation resulting in a 
near-zero mean central pressure change. Inspection of Table 4.10 
also indicates that mean forecast convective precipitation values 
tended to decrease with forecast range, yet total precipitation 
values remained nearly constant at 2.3 mm to 2.4 mm. One exception 
is the slightly lower value of the 12h forecast, which can be 
attributed to model forecast spin-up error. 
Figure 4.20 and Figure 4.21 depict NGM 12h pressure change vs 
convective and total precipitation for all forecast periods 
respectively. In both cases for all four forecast times, cyclones 
with a positive pressure change (those on a filling trend), 
exhibited a skewness toward lower mean precipitation values, while 
those few cyclones with the largest precipitation values tended to 
favor a mean negative pressure change value. When statistics 
generated for all cyclones, with and without measurable 
precipitation and only those with measurable precipitation are 
viewed separately (Table 4.10 and Table 4.11) the correlation 
between moister cyclones being on a net deepening trend and drier 
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cyclones tending to be on filling trend becomes more apparent at 
all forecast times. 
2. Eta Model 
The Eta Model precipitation statistics, (Table 4.12), 
exhibited higher mean values than the NGM throughout all four 
forecast periods with mean cyclone-average convective precipitation 
averaging in the .6 to .7 mm range and total cyclone-average 
precipitation ranging between 2.6 and 3.1 mm. An increase in stable 
precipitation in the Eta Model over the NGM accounts for most of 
the difference. However, it is also important to note that the NGM 
tended to have a greater percentage of cyclones forecast without 
any precipitation at all, thereby affecting mean precipitation 
guantities for the two separately analyzed groups of cyclones. 
Unlike the NGM, mean Eta Model pressure change statistics exhibited 
a net negative value throughout all four forecast cycles. These 
values are very small in magnitude, and like those of the NGM and 
are also simply the result of how pressure change values, both 
positive and negative, averaged out when all cyclones, both 
deepening and filling are included. 
In a similar pattern to that observed for the NGM, for both 
types of precipitation and for all four forecast times, Figure 4.22 
and Figure 4.23 illustrate that those cyclones observed to be 
filling, (exhibiting a positive pressure change), had markedly 
lower values in both precipitation categories. Those cyclones 
with the greater values in both precipitation categories tended to 
have a distinct bias toward a negative pressure change (deepening 
trend). In the same manner as observed in the NGM, when moist 
cyclone population statistics (Table 4.13) are analyzed separately 
from the total population of cyclones, (Table 4.12) the greater 
negative mean pressure change values indicate a clear correlation 
with higher mean forecast precipitation totals. 
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3. NGM and Eta Models Compared 
Table 4.14 illustrates statistics, and Figures 4.24 and 4.25 
illustrate forecast differences on the population of cyclones in 
this study in which precipitation is commonly forecast by both 
models. Inspection of the convective precipitation category of 
Table 4.14 indicates consistently higher forecast values by the NGM 
for these cyclones at all forecast ranges. Of particular interest 
is the rapid increase in convective precipitation values at 24h in 
both models, followed by a decrease of similar magnitude at 36h. 
Correlation coefficients were relatively low in this precipitation 
category with the best fit of .83 at 12h and the least fit of .76 
at 48h. The total precipitation category indicates an opposite 
trend, with the Eta Model consistently forecasting higher values at 
all forecast ranges. This indicates that the Eta Model is 
forecasting stable precipitation values at a significantly higher 
rate than the NGM. The total precipitation category also indicates 
a significantly closer fit between the two models at all forecast 
ranges with the closest fit of .945 at 12h decreasing to .94 at 
24h, then to .89 by 48h. 
Table 4.15 and Figures 4.26 and 4.27 depict the differences in 
12h forecast pressure change and in both precipitation types for 
the same population of cyclones noted above. Statistics indicate a 
consistently more positive mean pressure change in the Eta model 
associated with lower mean convective, yet higher mean total 
precipitation values than the NGM as noted in the previous 
paragraph. 
As a final note, Table 4.16, and Figure 4.28 illustrate 12h 
deepening rate statistics on those cyclones commonly forecast by 
both models in which precipitation had been forecast by at least 
one of the models, not exclusively by both as in the preceding 
paragraph. Table 4.16 illustrates a notable bias toward the NGM 
forecasting higher deepening rates for cyclones in which 
precipitation had been forecast by either model. Figure 4.28 
illustrates the fact that the NGM tended to forecast greater 
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pressure change values for both deepening and filling cyclones. The 
largest values notably occurred in the 24h range for both models. 
This matches an interesting trend in Table 4.14 in which convective 
precipitation values also indicated a rapid increase over those 
forecast at 12h followed by large decrease at 36h. The significant 
difference in sample sizes may have effected these forecast mean 
precipitation value differences. 
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SEA LEVEL PRESSURE STATISTICS (mb) 
































































TABLE 4.1: Sea level pressure statistics for the Nested Grid 
Model. Statistics are organized by forecast, analyzed and error 
groups. Size indicates the total number of cyclone forecast to 
analysis comparisons for any given forecast time. Mean is simply 
the average numerical value for any given analysis or forecast 
group. Maximum and minimum values indicate the extreme values in 
any specific group of forecast or analyzed cyclones. SD values 
represent the standard deviation for any group of forecast or 
analyzed cyclones. R values represent correlation coefficients 
between the compared forecast and analyzed groups. 
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SEA-LEVEL PRESSURE STATISTICS (mb) 
Eta Forecast       Eta Analysis 
12-h Forecast 




































































TABLE 4.2: As in Table 4.1, except for the Eta Model. 
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NGM/ETA SEA LEVEL PRESSURE STATISTICS (mb) 





























































TABLE 4.3: As in Table 4.1, except for the population of cyclones 
commonly analyzed and forecast by both models. 
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NGM FORECAST DISTANCE ERRORS 

























TABLE 4.4: As in Table 4.1, except for forecast distance error 
only. 
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ETA FORECAST DISTANCE ERRORS 

























TABLE 4.5: As in Table 4.4, except for the Eta Model, 
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ETÄ/NGM FORECAST PRESSURE AND DISTANCE DIFFERENCES 
(ETA - NGM) 
























































TABLE 4.6: As in table 4.4, except for the population of cyclones 
commonly analyzed and forecast by both models. 
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NGM THICKNESS STATISTICS (m) 
NGM Forecast NGM Analysis Fest - Analysis 
12-h Forecast 
Size 1031 1031 1031 
Mean 5308.97 5309.34 -.37 
Maximum 5801.00 5799.00 129.00 
Minimum 4757.00 4738.00 -137.00 
SD 195.18 197.82 31.29 
R .997 
24-h Forecast 
Size 918 918 918 
Mean 5301.64 5303.56 -1.91 
Maximum 5792.00 5799.00 152.00 
Minimum 4769.00 4736.00 -188.00 
SD 190.45 196.85 41.39 
R .988 
36-h Forecast 
Size 870 870 870 
Mean 5297.79 5303.13 -5.34 
Maximum 5798.00 5799.00 164.00 
Minimum 4752.00 4736.00 -193.00 
SD 188.91 196.28 47.94 
R .970 
48-h 
Size 817 817 817 
Mean 5294.25 5301.33 -7.08 
Maximum 5774.00 5747.00 158.00 
Minimum 4759.00 4736.00 -213.00 
SD 184.02 192.15 54.21 
R .960 




ETA THICKNESS STATISTICS (m) 
Eta Forecast    Eta Analysis     Fest - Analysis 
Size 803 803 
Mean 5324.30 5323.24 
Maximum 5771.00 5782.00 
Minimum 4759.00 4763.00 








Size 835 835 
Mean 5314.48 5314.96 
Maximum 5792.00 5786.00 
Minimum 4753.00 4741.00 








Size 704 704 
Mean 5316.79 5318.05 
Maximum 5770.00 5786.00 












Size 708 708 
Mean 5309.01 5310.86 
Maximum 5717.00 5719.00 
Minimum 4772.00 4763.00 







TABLE 4.8: As in Table 4.1, except for cyclone central thickness, 
and for the Eta Model. 
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NGM/ETA THICKNESS STATISTICS (m) 
Eta Forecast     NGM Analysis      Eta - NGM 
00-h Forecast 
Size 1032 1032 
Mean 5317.34 5317.75 
Maximum 5786.00 5799.00 
Minimum 4741.00 4763.00 








Size 702 702 
Mean 5324.57 5321.22 
Maximum 5771.00 5776.00 
Minimum 4759.00 4790.00 








Size 697 697 
Mean 5309.25 5306.65 
Maximum 5792.00 5792.00 












Size 584 584 
Mean 5313.28 5304.65 
Maximum 5770.00 5798.00 
Minimum 4784.00 4785.00 













TABLE 4.9: As in Table 4.1, except for cyclone central thickness, 
and for the population of cyclones commonly forecast and analyzed 
by both models. 
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Size 584 584 
Mean 5305.47 5296.97 
Maximum 5696.00 5680.00 
Minimum 4772.00 4759.00 
SD 174.72 175.29 
R .957 
NGM PRECIPITATION STATISTICS 













































TABLE 4.10: Precipitation statistics for the Nested Grid Model. 
Statistics are organized by cyclone pressure change, and total and 
convective precipitation groups. Size indicates the total number of 
cyclones for any specific time. Mean is simply the average 
numerical value for any category of values. Maximum and minimum 
values indicate the extreme numerical values in any specific data 
category. SD values represent the standard deviation for any group 
of forecast or analyzed cyclones. R values represent correlation 
coefficients between the compared forecast and analyzed groups. 
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NGM PRECIPITATION STATISTICS (MOIST CYCLONES) 
NGN Pres change (mb) Total Precip (mm) 
12-h Forecast 
Size         631 
Mean           -.85 
631 
2.35 
Maximum       21.90 16.04 
Minimum      -23.00 




Size        531 
Mean           -.69 
531 
2.67 
Maximum       25.00 19.84 
Minimum      -20.10 




Size         485 
Mean          -.26 
485 
2.71 
Maximum       16.00 16.80 
Minimum      -28.40 




Size          459 
Mean          -.43 
459 
2.61 
Maximum       20.30 17.64 
Minimum      -30.30 
SD             6.55 
.04 
2.96 
TABLE 4.11: As in Table 4. 10, except only for cyclones i 
precipitation forecast 
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ETA PRECIPITATION STATISTICS 
Eta Pres change (mb)  Conv Precip (mm)  Total Precip (mm) 
12-h Forecast 
Size 529 
Mean - 52 
Maximum 24 50 
Minimum -29 70 




















































ETA PRECIPITATION STATISTICS (MOIST CYCLONES) 







































TABLE 4.13: As in Table 4.10, except for the Eta Model, and only 
for cyclones in which precipitation is forecast. 
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COMPARED MODEL PRECIPITATION STATISTICS 
Conv Precip (mm) Total Precip (mm) 
NGM Eta NGM        Eta 
12-h Forecast 
Size 416 416 416         416 
Mean .70 .58 2.41        2.78 
Maximum 13.16 10.88 16.04       18.44 
Minimum 0.00 0.00 0.00        0.00 
SD 1.24 1.30 2.71        3.03 
R .83 .945 
24-h Forecast 
Size 330 330 330 330 
Mean 1.25 1.18 2.90 3.03 
Maximum 9.24 9.16 19.84 18.80 
Minimum 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
SD 1.69 1.86 3.24 3.41 
R .82 .94 
36-h Forecast 
Size 284 284 284 284 
Mean .70 .67 2.84 3.24 
Maximum 6.44 13.60 16.80 22.0 
Minimum 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
SD 1.15 1.55 3.10 3.66 








275 275 275 275 
.63 .58 2.73 2.98 
5.36 9.76 17.64 24.76 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
.96 1.21 2.98 3.37 
.76 .89 
TABLE 4.14: As in Table 4.10, except for the population of cyclones 
commonly forecast by both models in which precipitation was 
forecast. Statistics on cyclone sea level pressure change are also 
not included. 
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NGM/ETA PRESSURE CHANGE/PRECIP STATISTICS (Eta -NGM) 
Pchg Diff (mb)  Conv pep Diff (mm)  Total Pep Diff (mm) 
12-h Forecast 
Size 416 416 416 
Mean .23 -.13 .37 
Maximum 16.70 6.12 6.92 
Minimum -10.70 -2.96 -2.28 
SD 2.81 .75 .99 
24-h Forecast 
Size 330 330 330 
Mean .19 -.13 .29 
Maximum 20.90 4.28 8.92 
Minimum -23.30 -3.88 -4.04 
SD 3.63 .81 1.16 
36-h Forecast 
Size 284 284 284 
Mean .05 -.03 .40 
Maximum 18.00 7.56 12.60 
Min -17.40 -2.56 -5.12 
SD 4.30 .95 1.61 
48-h Forecast 
Size 275 275 275 
Mean .30 -.05 .25 
Maximum 20.60 5.52 8.20 
Minimum -16.30 -2.80 -6.68 
SD 4.77 .79 1.56 
TABLE 4.15: Statistics on the forecast pressure change difference, 
and forecast convective and total precipitation differences between 
the two models. Specific definitions are as in Table 4.10. 
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ETÄ/NGM DEEPENING RATE COMPARISON STATISTICS (MOIST CYCLONES) 

















































TABLE 4.16: Statistics on cyclone deepening rates for both models 
in which precipitation was forecast by at least one model. 
Specific definitions are as in Table 4.10. 
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Fioures 4 la-d: Scatter diagrams depicting NGM forecast vs NGM 
anSyzSd cyclone sea level pressure values for forecast ranges 12, 
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Figure 4.3: Scatter diagram depicting NGM vs Eta Model analyzed sea 
level pressure values for population of cyclones commonly analyzed 
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Figures 4.4a-d: Scatter diagrams depicting NGM vs Eta forecast sea 
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Figures 4.5a-b: Scatter diagrams depicting analyzed sea level 
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Figures 4.6a-d: Scatter diagrams depicting (forecast - analyzed) 
position vs (forecast - analyzed) sea level pressure values for 
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Figures 4.7a-d: Scatter diagrams depicting (forecast - analyzed) 
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Figures 4.9a-d: As in Figures 4.7a-d, except for Eta Model. 
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Figures 4.11a-d:  As  in Figure  4.10,   except for forecast ranges  ±2, 
24,   36,   and  48h. 
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Figures 4.13a-d: As in Figure 4.12, except for forecast ranges 12, 
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Figures 4.14a-d: Scatter diagrams depicting analyzed cyclone 
central 1000 - 500 mb thickness values vs forecast cyclone central 
1000 - 500 mb thickness values for forecast ranges 12, 24, 36, and 
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Figures 4.15a-d: Scatter diagrams depicting forecast cyclone 
central 1000 - 500 mb thickness errors vs longitude (OOh) for 
forecast ranges 12, 24, 36, and 48h for the NGM. 
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Figures  4.17a-d:   As  in Figures  4.15a-d,   except  for the  Eta Model 
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Figures 4.19a-d: As in Figure 4.18, except for forecast ranges 12, 
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Figures 4.20a-d: Scatter diagrams depicting 12h cyclone central 
pressure change vs forecast convective precipitation for forecast 
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Figures  4.21a-d:   As  in Figures  4.20a-d,   except  for total 
precipitation. 
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Figures  4.22a-d:   As  in Figures  4.20a-d,   except  for the Eta Model 
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Figures 4.23a-d: As in Figures 4.20a-d; except for total 
precipitation and for the Eta Model. 
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Figures 4.24a-d: Scatter diagrams depicting NGM forecast convective 
precipitation vs Eta forecast convective precipitation for forecast 
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Figures 4.26a-d: Scatter diagrams depicting forecast sea level 
pressure change differences (Eta - NGM) vs forecast convective 
precipitation differences (Eta - NGM) for forecast ranges 12, 24, 
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Figures 4.28a-d: Scatter diagrams depicting 12h deepening rates for 
the NGM vs 12h deepening rates for the Eta Model for forecast 
ranges of 12, 24, 36, and 48h. 
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V. SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
This study examined the performance of the Eta numerical 
weather prediction model when compared to the NGM. Model output 
for the selected forecast ranges of 12h through 48h for each model 
was evaluated first against its own analysis. Then model output for 
the two models was compared for the analysis time (OOh) through the 
forecast time 48h for the population of cyclones analyzed and 
forecast commonly by both models. 
Because we are comparing the model forecasts against their own 
analysis we would tend to get a more favorable comparison than 
would be obtained from a manual analysis. Part of this difference 
may be a resolution effect inherent in the models. A manual 
analysis contains shorter wavelengths than a numerical prediction 
model can resolve due to smoothing out of shorter wavelengths 
(Pauley and Bramer 1992). 
A.   DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
1. Forecast Sea-Level Pressure Errors 
The two models exhibited opposite trends when model forecast 
cyclone central pressure values were compared.  The NGM exhibited 
a consistent negative forecast central pressure bias which 
increased almost linearly with time from 12h through 48h, yet 
remained less than 1 mb in magnitude. Smith and Mullen (1993) also 
identified a consistent bias toward the NGM over-deepening cyclone 
central pressure values but with a consistent negative error of 
about -.70 mb at 24h and 48h. Values at 12h and 36h were not 
calculated. 
The Eta model, exhibited an opposite trend from the NGM, with 
a consistent positive bias in forecast cyclone central pressures 
observed. Error magnitudes started out at almost the same as those 
of the NGM at 12h and then in a non-linear fashion grew to over 1 
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mb by 24h and remained there with only slight further increases 
through 48h. 
For the population of cyclones commonly analyzed by both 
models, the Eta Model mean central pressures averaged slightly 
lower than the NGM by about .5 mb. This trend guickly reversed, as 
the previous paragraph would imply, with the Eta Model forecasting 
an average of .4 mb higher than the NGM at 12h and an average of 
1.1 mb higher by 24h. This trend continued through 48h. Upon 
further inspection of graphically compared forecast central 
pressure values, it becomes apparent that the largest single source 
of forecast error in central pressure emanates from the deepest few 
cyclones wherein the Eta Model exhibited the largest magnitudes in 
departure of forecast central pressure values from the NGM.  This 
trend is significant but does not account completely for the 
overall positive pressure error in the Eta Model forecast values. 
In the population of cyclones studied, the most common location of 
the deepest few cyclones was the oceanic response with a strong 
bias toward the Western Atlantic. The largest average values of 
mean forecast pressure error, both positive and negative, was also 
observed in the case of the deepest few cyclones over oceanic 
regions, this time with a bias toward the data sparse Pacific Ocean 
Basin. Smith and Mullen (1993), also identified the largest areas 
of mean forecast pressure error (MPE), and standard deviation of 
the pressure error, (SPE), for the NGM and the Aviation Run (AVN) 
of the Global Spectral Model as data sparse oceanic regions, again 
with a bias toward the data sparse Pacific Ocean Basin. 
2. Forecast Position Errors 
Unlike the mean sea-level pressure forecast errors, forecast 
position errors for both models exhibited no distinct difference in 
magnitude. Forecast position errors for the two separate models 
increased nearly in step through 36h with the Eta Model exhibiting 
a slightly greater degree of error at 48h. Forecast position 
errors were also compared with forecast mean sea-level pressure 
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errors with no direct relationship between the sign or magnitude of 
the pressure errors and sign or magnitude of the position errors 
apparent. Forecast position errors were also plotted against 
longitude for both models. Unlike the case of mean forecast sea- 
level pressure errors (not shown in figures) where the larger 
magnitude errors occur over oceanic regions, there was little 
relationship between the magnitude of the cyclone forecast position 
error and geographical location. Smith and Mullen (1993), compared 
average displacement errors for the Nested Grid Model and Aviation 
run of the Global Spectral Model (AVN). Results illustrated overall 
slightly more accurate position forecasts by the AVN.  Mean 
forecast position differences averaged 14 km at 24h and 31 km at 
48h. 
3. Forecast Thickness errors 
In agreement with the results of Smith and Mullen (1993), 
the NGM exhibited a distinct cold bias in thickness values which 
increased proportionately with forecast time. An important 
observation noted in this net overall cold bias in the NGM is that 
the largest source of under-forecasting of thickness values lies in 
the warmer end of the spectrum.  A bias toward the NGM over- 
forecasting the thickness of the coldest few cyclones is also 
apparent but is not as dramatic.  The Eta Model also exhibited an 
overall cold bias at all but the 12h forecast time-frame where a 
slight positive value prevailed. It is observed that although the 
overall error in the Eta Model is negative, it is not as large in 
magnitude to that of the NGM, with a maximum value of -1.84 m at 
48h instead of the -7 m observed in the NGM.  The Eta Model ,like 
the NGM, exhibited a tendency to under-forecast the thickness of 
the warmest few cyclones, and to over-forecast the thickness of the 
coldest few cyclones.  When the two models are compared there is, 
as expected from individual model analyses, a notable warm bias in 
the Eta Model forecast thickness values. The largest source of this 
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error, through graphical analysis is caused by a more dramatic 
tendency of the Eta Model to over-forecast the thickness of the 
deepest few cyclones as compared to the NGM with little forecast 
thickness difference in the warmest and mid-range thickness valued 
cyclones noted between the two models. 
4. Precipitation and Cyclone Deepening Rate Errors. 
Statistics on precipitation guantity within the closest 25 
model grid points to the cyclone center for both convective and 
total categories for both models were generated and evaluated along 
with mean cyclone central pressure changes.  The Eta Model 
exhibited a distinctly wetter trend for all four forecast periods 
in both precipitation categories than the NGM with the largest 
difference in the total precipitation category which mainly results 
from a large difference in stable precipitation values. As cyclones 
are separately viewed with progressively higher total precipitation 
values, a correlation between mean negative pressure change 
(deepening cyclone central pressures) and higher mean precipitation 
values becomes apparent for both models. This indicates the 
distinct probability of a measurable, positive latent heat release 
feedback mechanism inherent in the deepening of sea-level pressures 
for both models. This positive feedback mechanism is investigated 
in a study by Pauley and Smith (1988).  The conclusion is reached 
that latent heat release has direct effects on a cyclone's 
evolution, as well as indirect effects which lead to a positive 
feedback mechanism in several other geophysical variables which 
also lead to greater development of the cyclone. 
B.   RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
The results of this thesis suggest fruitful avenues of future 
research.  First, continued research and analysis of Eta Model 
forecast tendencies of all major forecast variables will be 
invaluable as the Eta Model becomes the primary operational 
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numerical weather prediction model of the National Meteorological 
Center. Secondly, this thesis focused on only selected variables, 
with the major emphasis on sea-level pressure, thickness, and 
precipitation fields. 
In future research, analysis could be undertaken on jet-level 
features with possible correlation to the cyclone statistics 
presented in this thesis. And finally, an observation of a probable 
positive feedback mechanism inherent in the correlation of higher 
precipitation values and deepening cyclone central pressures was 
observed. This is an area in which additional research, 
particularly in the area of oceanic and East Coast cyclogenesis 
would provide great benefits. A statistical comparison on 
individual cyclone model performance could also be undertaken, with 
emphasis on selected categories of cyclones such as intense oceanic 
cyclones or on selected geographical regions. 
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APPENDIX - DATA AVAILABILTY 
This appendix lists specific data availability for hofh 
!°S; „ti1 data is considered available and usable unless a 
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FCST TIME__00 06 12 18 24 30 36   42   48 
MODEL/RUN ~~ 
RGL 00Z 


























































































FCST TIME 00 06 12 18 24 30 36 42 48 
MODEL/RUN 
RGL 00Z 
12Z M M M M M M M M M 
ETA 00Z 





00 06 12 18 24 30 36 42 48 
RGL OOZ M M M M M M M M M 
12Z 
ETA OOZ M M M M M M M M M 
12Z 
2 3RD 






06 12 18 24 30 36 42 48 
24TH 






06 12 18 24 30 36 42 48 
25TH 










TIME  00 
/TJTTN 
06 12 18 24 30 36 42 48 
RGL 
ETA 
OOZ    M 
12Z 




























FCST TIME 00 06 12 18 24 30 36 42 48 
MODEL/RUN 
RGL 00Z M M M M M M M M 
12Z 





FCST TIME 00 06 12 18 24 30 36 42 48 
MODEL/RUN 
RGL 00Z M M M M M M M M M 
12Z 
ETA 00Z M M M M M M M M M 
12Z 
30TH 







FCST TIME 00 06 12 18 24 30 36 42 48 
MODEL/RUN 
RGL 00Z 
12Z M M M M M M M M M 
ETA 00Z 
12Z M M M M M M M M M 
FCST TIME 00 06 12 18 24 30 36 42 48 
MODEL/RUN 
RGL 00Z M M M M M M M M M 
12Z 





FCST TIME 00 06 12 18 24 30 36 42 48 
MODEL/RUN 
RGL 00Z 
12Z M M M M M M M M M 
ETA 00Z 
12Z M M M M M M M M M 
4TH 
FCST TIME 00 06 12 18 24 30 36 42 48 
MODEL/RUN 
RGL 00Z M M M M M M M M M 
12Z M M M M M M M M M 
ETA 00Z M M M M M M M M M 
12Z M M M M M M M M M 
5TH 
FCST TIME 00 06 12 18 24 30 36 42 48 
MODEL/RUN 
RGL 00Z M M M M M M M M M 
12Z M M M M M M M M M 
ETA 00Z M M M M M M M M M 
12Z M M M M M M M M M 
6TH 
FCST TIME 00 06 12 18 24 30 36 42 48 
MODEL/RUN 
RGL 00Z M M M M M M M M M 
12Z 
ETA 00Z M M M M M M M M M 
12Z 
7TH 
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